compacer Finland Oy wins R-kioski

Leading kiosk and convenience chain relies on edbic for B2B messaging and benefits from more
transparency and better communication
Gärtringen/Helsinki, 20 January 2021 – With R-kioski Oy, compacer Finland Oy, the Scandinavian
subsidiary of the German IT service provider compacer, has gained another well-known client. The
well-known convenience chain has implemented compacer’s smart solution for optimising the
coordination efforts with its business partners.
R-kioski is a convenience store chain that operates 480 stores in Finland. The convenience stores,
operated under a franchise agreement, offer food and beverages as well as goods and services for
daily needs. In autumn 2020, R-kioski took its B2B messaging to the next level, replacing its existing
solution with a combination of the edbic Business Integration Cluster and compacer Finland Oy’s
Active Monitoring Service, integrating them with their new ERP landscape.
The roll-out of this new IT structure has made R-kioski’s day-to-day business much easier, because all
data and product information is now clearly represented in one central spot. This restructuring has
automated and simplified numerous work processes, making product management, controlling and
communication with business partners much more efficient.
Maria Sjöroos, IT & HR Director at R-kioski, is pleased that the project was completed both on time
and on budget: “The renewal of our B2B messaging solution fit very well with the strategy and
integrity of our development project. The cost-efficient and above all flexible solution provided by
compacer improves the quality and transparency of our operations. compacer Finland Oy really has
done an outstanding job.”
Olli-Pekka Pauna, CEO at compacer Finland Oy, adds: “edbic is a very efficient and flexible modern
integration platform that enables internal and external integrations with other systems, applications,
user interfaces and APIs. In addition to traditional B2B integrations, edbic also includes synchronous
communications.” edbic can be used either on-premise, from the cloud or as SaaS, giving R-kioski the
maximum scope of action.
For more information on compacer and compacer Finland Oy, visit www.compacer.com
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compacer GmbH
compacer GmbH is among Germany's most important IT service providers and software providers for reliable and formatindependent data interchange between IT systems, machines and devices. compacer supports businesses in the automation
and digitalisation of their business-critical processes, and ensures that their IT structure continues to develop in an
innovative and futuristic way. Smart services solutions 'made in Germany' are used in the areas of EDI, e-invoicing,
retrofitting, predictive maintenance and Blockchain. compacer is appreciated as a trustworthy, independent technology
partner and innovator, which optimises the value chain of its customers via the establishment and expansion of secure
ecosystems. compacer thus helps them to become more interconnected, more agile and more efficient. Innovation and the
trend toward new topics have high priority at compacer. The company is part of the eurodata group and has many years of
sustainable national and international expertise in the areas of data integration and process optimisation.
www.compacer.com

